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Norinco Jw 21 Rifle Manual

Shoots about 1 5 to 1 7 MOA with the 40’s I know that the 22 mag isn’t an inherently accurate round, but what level of accuracy
would you expect ? Now as I have 2 22’s and a 223, the magnum hasn’t left the safe in a couple of years.. Being a sole agent for
Norinco in Europe, Norconia GmbH has a large warehouse with sufficient stock in Germany.. 22 and 177daisy 856(needs parts)
177 crosman 760 177 bb/pelletcrosman phantom 500.. but in my eyes worth every penny gold plated 22lr lever actoin rifle can't
go wrong lol.. 22 lever about 5 years ago, I was talked into a Winchester so that's what I got Considering how long it took for my
wife to start talking to me again, I should have done a little more research.. I was talking to a local gun repair guy / retailer
tonight and mentioned that I was looking for a lever rimfire like the Norc JW-21 and to my superise he said he thought he had a
couple in stock in the 2 to 300.. 7424 Apr 22, 2009 Norinco JW-21 22 lever action owners manual; If this is your first visit, be
sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above.. Hi guys I have a Norinco JW 23 ( ? ) that I bought new about 15 years
ago Shoots ok with 40 grain projectiles, never grouped the lighter 30 (?) projectiles anywhere near as well @cambo did a write
up afew years ago that inspired me to polish the bolt, and generally do what I could to get it shooting better.. In the 1980’s China
was just beginning to export Norinco firearms around the world so the quality & finish is superior to modern Norinco rifles, as
they were trying to make a good impression.. http://www gmkarms ca/products aspx then simply just hit search and its about 3/4
the way down the page.

To start viewing messages, select the The rifle's design is based around the Norinco JW-15A, a Chinese produced copy of the
Czech.. 22 moddedcolt 1911 a1 177crosman 150 22beeman p17crosman 38c 22benji 397 177soon benji disco.. TopPosted:
Mon Aug 24, 2009 9:42 pm Joined: Tue Mar 31, 2009 7:30 pmPosts: 892Location: thunder bay ontario i know the henry golden
boys are a great.. 22WMR version; JW-25, or TU-KKW, bolt action 22 training/hunting rifle, variant of the JW-15, patterned
after Mauser KKW; JW-25a, or TU-G33/40, patterned after G33/40.. 00 range He was going to check and get back to me It was
all I could do to keep myself from going and buying one since my PAL card was in the mail when I got home and he is less than
5 mins from my house, but I did some research first and have read that they are decent for the price range.. Action is glass
bedded Barrel floated I tried a pressure point on the barrel, made no difference.. Thus, Norconia GmbH offers dealers in
Germany and abroad fast delivery, 2 years warranty and after-sale-service incl.. JW-27, bolt action 22 hunting rifle May 14,
2008 Norinco's are often copies of other rifles, i dont know what the 21 is, but as its a lever the original is probably american,
maybe someone can help with that, then you can get their manual.. Norconia GmbHSince 1988with its headquarters in
Rottendorf / Germany was founded in 1988.. The JW-103 uses a Mauser bolt action system and the receiver is made from both
milled and forged steel while the barrel has a.

the golden boy is 419$ and the blued version is only 309$ _________________crosman 2240 modded again.. Norinco JW21
Magazine Tube Holder & Ferrule (SPART1337) No reviews Norinco JW15 Magazine 22 Long Rifle (22LR) 5 Round
(NJW15MAG) $51 00.. JW-21, Lever action 22 hunting rifle; JW-23, bolt action 22 hunting rifles, same as JW-15 close copy
of the BRNO model 2 but.. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed.. Farmer, May
14, 2008. Norinco firearms stand out due to their reliable functionality, reasonable work-manship and excellent prices..
BTW~not sure what other levers can/can't chamber ammo -wise, but the Winchester can fire.. 223 Remington / 5 56x45mm
round Instructions and safety procedures When you lend, give or sell the firearm, be sure this manual goes with it.. Norinco Jw
21 Rifle Manual Download. Page 1 of 1 [ 7 posts ] Print viewPrevious topic | Next topicSep 16, 2013 Reviewing and shooting a
Norinco JW-105 bolt action hunting rifle chambered for the.

Am I chasing shadows ? Is it worth chopping the barrel to 18” and running a suppressor ? Page 1 of 1 [ 7 posts ] This Norinco
has retro written all over it & is in mint condition, especially for a rifle around 40 years old.. 22 and 177daisy 856(needs parts)
177 crosman 760 177 bb/pelletcrosman phantom 500.. FIREARMS SAFETY IS THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
SHOOTER ALWAYS TREAT ALL FIREARMS AS IF THEY WERE LOADED AT ALL TIMES! Owner’s Manual JW-2000
COACH SHOTGUN 12 Ga.. Moreover, Norconia offers a broad range of airguns, accessories, as well as aiming and observing
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optics at excellent prices.. 22 short, long, and long rifle interchangeably Pretty cool OGTopNorinco 22 Rifles For SalePosted:
Tue Aug 25, 2009 9:11 am Joined: Wed May 24, 2006 2:44 pmPosts: 1177Location: Thunder Bay Ontario Canada
_________________I reserve the right to be totally wrong, and change my opinion when wiser minds prevail.. 22too many
powder burners to list TopPosted: Tue Aug 25, 2009 8:45 am Joined: Thu Mar 15, 2007 6:47 pmPosts: 667 When I got my.. 22
moddedcolt 1911 a1 177crosman 150 22beeman p17crosman 38c 22benji 397 177soon benji disco.. (lower-cost options ) I've
heard that the Henry's are excellent rifles though, but like KC, I can't help you on the Norincos.. as for the norinco sorry but i
cant help you _________________crosman 2240 modded again.. M240 - Machine Gun Manual - TM 9-1005-313-10 -texts Eye
14,668 favorite 1 comment 0.

For 32 years, Norconia belongs among others to Norinco, the largest and leading firearms manufacturer in China.. TopNorinco
Jw 21 Rifle Manual ReviewPosted: Tue Aug 25, 2009 9:43 am Joined: Tue Mar 31, 2009 7:30 pmPosts: 892Location: thunder
bay ontario sorry james but the gmk link wont let me put up the direct link to the guns but here is the site.. Email me when
available Norinco JW15 Complete Bolt (UN15B) $110 00 Norinco 7 62x39mm 122 Grain.. Numrich Gun Parts Corporation
226 Williams Ln Kingston, NY 12401 Phone: 866 686.. Jamie_________________Too many rifles, shotguns, pistols, and
airguns, not enough time to shoot them all.. Does anyone here have one or had a chance to fire one? If so what do you think of
the gun for plinking?On another note, I contacted the guys I bought guns from on Gunnutz and they will be on the way to me
shortly.. 22 lever rifle if you want one of them for looks and funand accuracy the are about 500 if i remember correctly.. –Click
to open News Flyer October 2019 Page 1 of 1 [ 7 posts ] Print viewPrevious topic | Next topicAuthorMessagePosted: Mon Aug
24, 2009 9:37 pm Joined: Sat Jul 21, 2007 3:54 pmPosts: 274Location: Thunder Bay On.. 22too many powder burners to list
TopNorinco Rifles Usa. 22 LR Brno ZKM-451, itself a modernized variant of the popular CZ 452 rimfire rifle.. spare parts
Norconia’s range of products includes pistols, shotguns and rifles for shooting and hunting. e10c415e6f 
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